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WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump 
threatened Wednesday to shutter social media 
platforms after Twitter for the first time acted 
against his false tweets, prompting the enraged 
Republican to double down on unsubstantiated 
claims and conspiracy theories. Trump will sign 
an executive order “pertaining to social media”, 
aides to the president said, without offering more 
detail about its contents.  

Twitter tagged two of his tweets in which he 
claimed that more mail-in voting would lead to 
what he called a “Rigged Election” this Novem-
ber. There is no evidence that attempts are being 
made to rig the election, and under the tweets 
Twitter posted a link which read: “Get the facts 
about mail-in ballots.”  For years, Twitter has 
been accused of ignoring the president’s viola-
tion of platform rules with his daily, often hourly 
barrages of personal insults and inaccurate in-
formation sent to more than 80 million followers. 

But Twitter’s slap on the wrist was enough to 
drive Trump into a tirade - on Twitter - in which 
he claimed that the political right in the United 
States is being censored. “Republicans feel that 
Social Media Platforms totally silence conserva-
tives’ voices. We will strongly regulate, or close 
them down, before we can ever allow this to hap-
pen,” he said. He plunged right back into his nar-
rative that an increase in mail-in ballots - seen in 
some states as vital for allowing people to avoid 

crowds during the COVID-19 pandemic - will 
undermine the election. 

“It would be a free for all on cheating, forgery 
and the theft of Ballots,” wrote Trump, whose re-
election campaign has been knocked off track by 
the coronavirus crisis. His torrent of angry 
tweets earned a top-10 trending hashtag: 
#TrumpMeltdown. Facebook chief Mark Zucker-
berg also waded in to the row, telling Fox News 
that his social network - still the biggest in the 
world - has a different policy.  “I just believe 
strongly that Facebook should not be the arbiter 
of truth of everything that people say online,” 
Zuckerberg said in a snippet of the interview 
posted online Wednesday by Fox. “I think, in 
general, private companies, especially these plat-
form companies, shouldn’t be in the position of 
doing that.” 

Twitter founder and CEO Jack Dorsey fired 
back on his own platform Wednesday night, say-
ing that the website’s effort to point out misin-
formation did not make it an “arbiter of 
truth.” “Our intention is to connect the dots of 
conflicting statements and show the information 
in dispute so people can judge for themselves,” 
he tweeted. He doubled down on the new policy, 
writing: “Fact check: there is someone ultimately 
accountable for our actions as a company, and 
that’s me. Please leave our employees out of this. 
We’ll continue to point out incorrect or disputed 

information about elections globally. And we will 
admit to and own any mistakes we make.” 

 
‘Blatant lies’  

Kate Ruane, at the American Civil Liberties 
Union, said that Trump has no power to regulate 
Twitter. The constitution “clearly prohibits the 
president from taking any action to stop Twitter 

from pointing out his blatant lies about voting by 
mail,” she said. For all his protests, Trump is a po-
litical giant on social media. By contrast, his 
Democratic election opponent, Joe Biden, has 
only 5.5 million Twitter followers. Social media 
suits Trump’s unorthodox communications style 
and his penchant for conspiracy theories, rumors 
and playground-style insults. —AFP 
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VIRGINIA: In this photo illustration, a Twitter logo is displayed on a mobile phone with President Trump’s Twitter 
page shown in the background. —AFP

Coronavirus toll on  
Italy’s elderly strains  
‘nonni’ safety net 

 
MILAN: Paola Berardi, 70, and her husband Mauro have taken care 
of their two grandchildren every weekday for the past decade while 
their daughter went to work in a chemical company. Every summer, 
they decamped with the twins to a seaside resort on the northern 
Italian coast. After the COVID-19 epidemic detonated in Italy in late 
February, Paola only saw her 11-year-old grandchildren online, help-
ing them with their daily homework via zoom. As the country 
emerged from a rigid, 10-week lockdown this month, the family re-
united, but Paola worries about the physical contact. While the new 
coronavirus has proved deadly for elderly people across the globe, 
it has dealt an especially crippling blow in Italy where grandparents 
play an outsized role in caring for children and are at the centre of a 
vital social safety net for the fragile economy. 

As Paola and other older Italians isolate themselves to avoid a 
virus that could kill them, the epidemic has begun to tear at the 
unique bond between “nonni” and grandchildren—a tight, econom-
ically-beneficial relationship that has defined Italy for generations. 
In Italy, grandparents spend on average 730 hours a year looking 
after their grandchildren, according to research for the World Bank 
published in 2016 by Marco Albertini, a professor of economic so-
ciology at the University of Bologna. —Reuters 

US protesters fume  
over police brutality  

 
MINNEAPOLIS: Demonstrators clashed with police and set a store 
alight during a second night of protests in the US city of Minneapolis 
Wednesday over the killing of a black man by an officer who held him to 
the ground with a knee on his neck. Police fired tear gas and formed a 
human barricade to keep protesters from climbing a fence surrounding 
the Third Precinct, where the officers accused of killing George Floyd 
worked before they were fired on Tuesday. 

They pushed protesters back as the crowd grew, a day after firing 
rubber bullets and more tear gas on thousands of demonstrators angered 
by the latest death of an African-American at the hands of US law en-
forcement. Outrage has grown across the country at Floyd’s death Mon-
day, fuelled in part by bystander cellphone video which shows him, 
handcuffed and in the custody of four white police officers, on the ground 
while one presses his knee into the victim’s neck. President Donald Trump 
in a tweet called Floyd’s death “sad and tragic”, and all four officers have 
been fired, as prosecutors said they had called in the FBI to help investi-
gate the case, which could involve a federal felony civil rights violation. 

Minneapolis police chief Medaria Arradondo cautioned protestors 
Wednesday to remain peaceful. But by 10:00 pm an auto parts store 
across from the precinct had been set alight and a nearby Target was 
being looted, according to US media. Police continued to hold the crowds 
back from scaling a fence into the precinct’s parking lot, where their cruis-
ers contain guns. Protesters remained peaceful at two other locations in 
the city. At the place where Floyd was first taken into custody by the of-
ficers people chanted and barbecued, carried placards and spoke out. 
Bouquets were set out as tributes to Floyd, and there was no vandalism. 

Calls for justice came from around the country. “I would like those 
officers to be charged with murder, because that’s exactly what they 
did,” Bridgett Floyd, the victim’s sister, said on NBC television. “They 
murdered my brother.... They should be in jail for murder.”  Minneapolis 
mayor Jacob Frey said he could not understand why the officer who 
held his knee to Floyd’s neck on a Minneapolis street until the 46-year-
old restaurant worker went limp has not been arrested. “Why is the man 
who killed George Floyd not in jail? If you had done it, or I had done it, 
we would be behind bars right now,” Frey said. “Based on what I saw, 
the officer who had his knee on the neck of George Floyd should be 
charged,” he said. 

 
‘I can’t breathe’  

The case was seen as the latest example of police brutality against 
African Americans, which gave rise six years ago to the Black Lives Mat-
ter movement. Floyd had been detained on a minor charge of allegedly 
using a counterfeit $20 bill to make a purchase at a convenience store. In 
the video, policemen hold him to the ground while one presses his knee 
to Floyd’s neck. “Your knee in my neck. I can’t breathe.... Mama. Mama,” 
Floyd pleaded. He grew silent and motionless, unable to move even as the 
officers told him to “get up and get in the car.” 

He was taken to hospital where he was later declared dead. Demo-
cratic presidential candidate Joe Biden said the FBI needs to thoroughly 
investigate the case. “It’s a tragic reminder that this was not an isolated 
incident, but part of an engrained systemic cycle of injustice that still ex-
ists in this country,” Biden said. “We have to ensure that the Floyd family 
receive the justice they are entitled to.” Democratic Senator Kamala Har-
ris called the policeman’s using his knee on Floyd’s neck “torture.” “This 
is not new, it has been going on a long time... what our communities have 
known for generations, which is discriminatory implementation and en-
forcement of the laws,” she said. “He was begging to be able to breathe,” 
she said. “It was a public execution.”—AFP 


